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knowledge about dynamic environments. Time is normally
assumed to be discrete and formulas are typically interpreted at states. Model checking approaches against epistemic properties under linear time (Meyden and Shilov
1999; Gammie and van der Meyden 2004) and branching
time (Penczek and Lomuscio 2003; Raimondi and Lomuscio
2005) have been put forward and open-source model checkers have been released (Gammie and van der Meyden 2004;
Lomuscio, Qu, and Raimondi 2015; Kacprzak et al. 2008).
However, other approaches are possible: for example in (Lomuscio, Penczek, and Woźna 2007) a bounded model checking technique for the veriﬁcation of MAS against an epistemic language enriched with real time was put forward. The
choice of the appropriate notion of time is often inﬂuenced
by the particular application under study. For example, while
discrete time is adequate for reasoning about knowledge
and privacy in the context of security applications, protocols
for real-time networks normally require timed-automata and
continuous time.
Interval temporal logic (Moszkowski 1983; Halpern and
Shoham 1991) has been proposed in the past as a formalism
to reason about time when formulas are naturally interpreted
on intervals rather than states. An instance of these problems
is planning where it is at times useful to reason about properties that hold continuously between two states. In recent
work (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2013) an epistemic variant of the Halpern-Shoham logic (HS) was introduced by
considering the notion of epistemic indinguishability of intervals for the agents in the system. The resulting Epistemic
Halpern-Shoham logic (or EHS) consists of a family of 212
fragments of varying expressivity and complexity depending on which set of operators for intervals is adopted from
the 12 modalities available (A for “after”, B for “begins”,
D for “during”, E for “ends”, L for “later”, O for “overlaps” and their respective inverses Ā, B̄, D̄, Ē, L̄, Ō). Some
fragments of EHS admit a model checking problem of complexity ranging from PT IME to PS PACE-hard. Further expressive fragments of EHS have been identiﬁed and studied.
For example, the AB̄L fragment of EHS is known to have a
decidable model checking problem (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2014). The decidability of other fragments is currently
open.
A fundamental feature of EHS is that the labelling function is deﬁned on the endpoints of the intervals. This is a
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We introduce EHS , a novel temporal-epistemic logic deﬁned
on temporal intervals characterised by regular expressions.
We investigate the complexity of verifying multi-agent systems against EHS+ speciﬁcations for a number of fragments
of EHS+ with results ranging from PS PACE-completeness to
non-elementary time. The ﬁndings show that, at least for the
fragments under analysis, the increase in expressiveness obtained by using regular expressions rather than end-points as
standard, can be achieved without increasing the complexity
of the problem. We show that the expressiveness of regular
expressions can also be adopted at the level of speciﬁcations
without severe computational cost. To do so we introduce
a further temporal-epistemic logic, called EHSRE , in which
regular expressions are used within propositions, and give a
polynomial time reduction of the model checking problem
from EHSRE to EHS+ .

1

Introduction

A relatively recent area of interest in epistemic logic (Ditmarsch et al. 2015), or logics for knowledge, has been
the study of its model checking problem (Clarke, Grumberg, and Peled 1999; Lomuscio and Penczek 2015). This
is of relevance when reasoning about multi-agent systems
(MAS), in which autonomous, self-interested agents interact with one another and the environment based on their
knowledge. Given a MAS, it is of interest to predict what
epistemic states the agents will achieve in their interaction. This may involve the knowledge they have about the
changing environment, how their own knowledge evolves
over time, the knowledge they have about the knowledge
of other agents, or more complex notions such as common or distributed knowledge, as is the case, for example,
in security (Boureanu, Cohen, and Lomuscio 2009), distributed diagnosis (Ezekiel and Lomuscio 2009; Ezekiel et
al. 2011), and services (Lomuscio, Qu, and Solanki 2008;
Belardinelli, Lomuscio, and Patrizi 2012). Traditionally, the
mainstream modal logic S5n , augmented with group modalities, has been adopted as the underlying formalism to model
the knowledge of agents in a MAS (Fagin et al. 1995).
The assumptions made about the nature of time are a
key factor when reasoning about evolving knowledge or
c 2016, Association for the Advancement of Artiﬁcial
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to appear as propositions only. However, Interval Temporal
Logic expresses properties of a single interval, whereas we
here study the properties of different branches and focus on
the low complexity of some of the fragments, such as the
BDE one.
Two further formalisms related to the work here pursued are PDL (Harel, Tiuryn, and Kozen 2000) and its linear counterpart LDL (De Giacomo and Vardi 2013). An
epistemic version of PDL, E-PDL, was proposed in (van
Benthem, van Eijck, and Kooi 2006). However, epistemic
modalities in E-PDL are interpreted on points, not intervals
as in our work. This is largely the reason why the logic we
study here is more expressive than E-PDL and the model
checking problem for E-PDL is decidable in polynomial
time (Lange 2006), whereas the model checking problem
for EIT, a simple fragment of EHS, is already PS PACE-hard.
Two further differences are that E-PDL cannot be used to
reason about the past, but can be used to reason about actions explicitly.
The correspondence between regular expressions and HS
was studied in (Montanari and Sala 2013), where it was
shown that each ω-regular language can be encoded in the
AB B̄ fragment of HS, interpreted over the naturals. This
result, however, is limited to the satisﬁability problem, and
cannot be used for the model checking problem.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We begin
by deﬁning a novel class of interpreted systems, called interpreted systems with regular labellings, that we use to model
multi-agent systems. We then deﬁne the logic EHS+ , whose
syntax is the same as EHS, but whose semantics is interpreted over the proposed models over regular expressions.
We then analyse the model checking problem of EHS+ and
show that it shares with EHS all the positive results known
for it. We continue by investigating the expressive power
EHS+ . To do so, in order to be able to express properties of
standard point-based models, we deﬁne and study the logic
EHSRE . In EHSRE regular expressions can appear within the
atomic propositions rather than just in the labelling function.
We show polynomial time reductions between the model
checking problems for EHSRE and EHS+ and characterise
the expressive power of the former.

widely adopted setup in the literature, and it corresponds to
the intuitive representation of intervals as pairs. However,
other choices are possible. For example, (Montanari et al.
2014) considers the labelling for an interval as the intersection of the labellings of all its elements. This increases
the expressiveness of the resulting formalism. In this paper,
we introduce considerably more expressive labellings in the
context of epistemic speciﬁcations in that we allow the labelling function to be given by any regular expression on the
states of the interval. We argue that this results in a considerable increase in the expressiveness of the speciﬁcations at
no computational cost in terms of the corresponding model
checking problem.
Related Work. Work on interval temporal logic has
until recently concerned the satisﬁability problem only.
This is known to be undecidable in general (Halpern and
Shoham 1991; Bresolin et al. 2014b; 2014a; Della Monica
2011), even when HS is restricted to some unimodal fragments (Bresolin et al. 2011a). Notable decidable fragments
are the AĀ fragment with length constraints (Bresolin et al.
2013; 2010), the AB B̄ L̄ fragment (Bresolin et al. 2011b),
and the recently identiﬁed Horn fragment (Artale et al.
2015). Some fragments are decidable only over some particular classes of orderings. For example, the B B̄DD̄LL̄ fragment was shown to be decidable over the class of all dense
orders (Montanari, Puppis, and Sala 2009), while the D fragment is undecidable over discrete orders (Marcinkowski and
Michaliszyn 2011; 2014). The same logic is decidable under
the assumption that an interval is its own inﬁx (Montanari,
Pratt-Hartmann, and Sala 2010). While a wealth of results
have been put forward, open questions remain. For example, the decidability of the D fragments over the class of all
orders is currently open. None of this work considers epistemic modalities.
EHS, the ﬁrst epistemic logic based on intervals, was
deﬁned and studied in (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2013),
which also introduced the model checking problem for
interval temporal logic. While the present work follows
the deﬁnition of the epistemic modalities, including common knowledge, introduced in (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn
2013), it differs from it in the novel labelling function here
introduced. This leads to an altogether different notion of
models, as we describe below. An open question on the decidability of the model checking problem for a particularly
expressive fragment of EHS was solved in (Lomuscio and
Michaliszyn 2014). But the semantics adopted there is the
same as that in (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2013); in contrast, the present work considerably extends the expressiveness of the formalism.
The model checking problem for an interval temporal
logic was also studied in (Montanari et al. 2014); however,
no knowledge speciﬁcations were considered in this work,
and the labelling is less expressive than the one here studied
even when limited to the temporal modalities.
The present contribution is also related to the very ﬁrst
approach to Interval Temporal Logic (Moszkowski 1983),
where regular expressions can be used in the context of any
subformula of the language. In contrast, in EHSRE , the second logic we here propose, we permit regular expressions

2

Interpreted Systems with Regular
Labelling

Given a ﬁnite set X, the set of regular expressions over X,
denoted by REX , is deﬁned by the following BNF expression: e ::= ∅ |  | s | e · e | e + e | e∗ , where s ∈ X.
We allow parentheses for grouping and often omit the concatenation symbol “·”. Let Lang(e) stand for the language
denoted by a regular expression e, deﬁned in the usual way.
We ﬁrst introduce the semantics of interpreted systems
with labellings on regular expressions by generalising the
interval-based interpreted systems from (Lomuscio and
Michaliszyn 2013).
Deﬁnition 1. Given a set of agents A = {0, 1, . . . , m},
an interpreted system with labelling on regular expressions, ISRL for short, is a tuple IS =
({Li , li0 , ACTi , Pi , ti }i∈A , λ), where for each i ∈ A:
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•
•
•
•

(∗, )

Li is a ﬁnite set of local states for agent i,
li0 ∈ Li is the initial state for agent i,
ACTi is a ﬁnite set of local actions available to agent i,
Pi : Li → 2ACTi is a local protocol function for agent i,
returning the set of possible actions in a given local state,
• ti ⊆ Li ×ACT ×Li , where ACT = ACT0 ×· · ·×ACTm ,
is a local transition relation for agent i returning the next
local state when a joint action is performed by all agents
on a given local state.

(a1 , )

l0

(∗, )

l1

l2
(∗, )

(a2 , )

l3

I2
I3
g1 g2 g1 g2 g3

Furthermore, λ : Var → REG is a labelling function,
where G = L0 × L1 × · · · × Lm is the set of global conﬁgurations and Var is a ﬁnite set of propositional variables.
We assume that agent 0 is the environment for the system.
We now deﬁne models of an ISRL on sets of paths from
its initial conﬁguration. Let tG ⊆ G2 be a relation such that

)) iff there exists a joint action
tG ((l0 , . . . , lm ), (l0 , . . . , lm
(a0 , . . . , am ) ∈ ACT such that for all i we have ai ∈ Pi (li )
and ti (li , (a0 , . . . , am ), li ).

g1

I1

g1 g2 g1

g1 g2 g1 g2 g1 g2 g1 g2 g1

g1 g2

g1 g2 g3

g1 g2 g3 g1 g1 g2 g3 g1 g2

···

Figure 1: The agents from Example 3 (top; ∗ stands for any
action) and a fragment of the model of ISex (bottom). I1 , I2
and I3 are labelled by p, as G(I1 ) = G(I2 ) = g1 g2 g3 and
G (I3 ) = g1 g2 g1 g2 g3 belong to Lang(λ(p)).

Deﬁnition
2.
Given
an
ISRL
IS
=
({Li , li0 , ACTi , Pi , ti }i∈A , λ) over a set of agents
A = {0, . . . , m}, the model of IS is a tuple
M = (S, s0 , t, {∼i }i∈A , λ), where

Now we give an example of an interpreted system and of
its model. We will use this example in the following sections
to illustrate other constructions.

• S ⊆ G+ is the set of global states, i.e., non-empty se0
) and for
quences g0 . . . gk such that g0 = (l00 , . . . , lm
G
each i < k we have t (gi , gi+1 ),
0
) is the initial state of the system,
• s0 = g0 = (l00 , . . . , lm
2
• t ⊆ S is the global transition relation such that
t(g0 . . . gk , g0 . . . gl ) iff l = k + 1 and for all i ≤ k we
have gi = gi ,
• ∼i ⊆ S 2 is the epistemic equivalence relation for agent
i such that g0 . . . gk ∼i g0 . . . gl iff gk = (l0 , . . . , lm ),

) and li = li , and
gl = (l0 , . . . , lm
• λ is the labelling function.

Example 3. Consider a set of agents A = {0, 1}, an ISRL
ISex = ({Li , li0 , ACTi , Pi , ti }i∈A , λ)) and a propositional
variable p, where
L0 = {l0 }, L1 = {l1 , l2 , l3 }, l00 = l0 , l10 = l1 ,
ACT0 = {a1 , a2 }, ACT1 = {},
P0 (l0 ) = ACT0 , P1 (l1 ) = P1 (l2 ) = P1 (l3 ) = ACT1 ,
t0 = {(l0 , (a1 , ), l0 ), (l0 , (a2 , ), l0 )},
t1 = {(l1 , (a1 , ), l2 ), (l1 , (a2 , ), l2 ), (l2 , (a2 , ), l3 ),
(l2 , (a1 , ), l1 ), (l3 , (a1 , ), l1 ), (l3 , (a2 , ), l1 )},
λ(p) = g1 (g1 + g2 )∗ g3 where gi = (l0 , li ).
Figure 1 depicts the agents of IS. We have G = {g1 , g2 , g3 }
and tG = {((l0 , l1 ), (l0 , l2 )), ((l0 , l2 ), (l0 , l3 )), ((l0 , l2 ),
(l0 , l1 )), ((l0 , l3 ), (l0 , l1 ))}. The model Mex of ISex is inﬁnite. A fragment is depicted in Figure 1.

Intuitively, S denotes the set of global conﬁgurations of
the ISRL equipped with information about all their predecessors. This is the standard construction used for deﬁning unravelling in temporal logic (see, e.g., Deﬁnition 4.51
in (Blackburn, de Rijke, and Venema 2001)). Information
about the predecessors is kept to interpret backward modalities. The epistemic relations for states are deﬁned on the
basis of local equality of the corresponding local states; we
extend this notion in the next section to deal with intervals.
Given a model M , an interval in M is a ﬁnite path on
M , i.e., a sequence of states I = s1 , s2 , . . . , sn such that
t(si , si+1 ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. A point interval is an interval
that consists of exactly one state. We assume pi(I) =  if I
is a point interval and pi(I) = ⊥ otherwise. By fst(I) and
lst(I) we denote the ﬁrst and the last state of I.
For a state of s = g0 , . . . , gk ∈ S, we assume G(s) = gk .
So G(s) denotes the current global conﬁguration of s, not
its history. We extend G to intervals by assuming G(I) =
G (s0 ) . . . G (sk ) for every interval I = s0 , . . . , sk . For g =
(l0 , l1 , . . . , lm ), by li (g) we denote the local state li ∈ Li
of agent i ∈ A in g. For a global state s = g0 , . . . , gk , we
assume li (s) = li (gk ).

3

The Logic EHS+

We now deﬁne the syntax of the speciﬁcation language we
focus on in this paper. We use temporal operators to represent relations between intervals as deﬁned in (Halpern
and Shoham 1991). Six of these relations are presented
in Figure 2: RA (“after” or “meets”), RB (“begins” or
“starts”), RD (“during”), RE (“ends”), RL (“later”), and
RO (”overlaps”). Six additional operators can be deﬁned
corresponding to the six inverse relations. Formally, for each
X ∈ {A, B, D, E, L, O}, we also consider the relation RX̄ ,
corresponding to RX −1 .
For convenience, we also consider the “next” relation RN such that IRN I  iff t(lst(I), fst(I  ))
(Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2014). Let HS
=
{A, Ā, B, B̄, D, D̄, E, Ē, L, L̄, N, N̄ , O, Ō}.
Deﬁnition 4. The syntax of the Epistemic Halpern–Shoham
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We use standard abbreviations, including [X]ϕ for
¬ X ¬ϕ and the usual Boolean connectives ∨, ⇒, ⇔ as
well as the constants , ⊥ in the standard way.
Note that the modality N is a counterpart of the EX
operator of CTL. While N is redundant in EHS+ since
N ϕ = A (¬pi ∧ [B][B]⊥ ∧ A ϕ), it is useful in fragments of EHS+ that do not contain B and E.

IRA I  iff fst(I  ) = lst(I)
IRB I  iff I = I  I1
for some interval I1
IRD I  iff I = I1 I  I2
for some intervals I1 , I2
IRE I  iff I = I1 I 
for some interval I1
IRL I  iff there is a path
from lst(I) to fst(I  )
IRO I  iff II1 = I2 I  for some
intervals I1 , I2 s.t. |I1 | < |I  |

4

We exemplify the expressive power of EHS+ by extending
the bit transmission protocol (BTP), a well-known communication scenario that is often analysed by means of
temporal-epistemic speciﬁcations (Fagin et al. 1995). The
BTP models a scenario where an agent S (“Sender”) attempts to communicate with an agent R (“Receiver”) over
a faulty channel, which may drop messages but may not
ﬂip them. A version of the BTP was discussed in context
of interval temporal logic in (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn
2014). In that variant the sender computes for some time
the message to send before initiating communication. The
modelling presented in (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2014) is
suited for sending one bit and can be adapted for sending
any ﬁxed number of bits. We here generalise the scenario to
allow for an unbounded number of bits to be sent.
We assume that the string of bits sent by S includes an
error detecting code (EDC). We assume that the EDC can be
computed in constant memory, and that it consists of two bits
at the end of the message, representing whether the number
of 0s sent, respectively 1s, is odd.
We stipulate that S sends bits one by one, and keeps sending a bit until he gets an acknowledgement; when he does,
he either ends the communication or sends the next bit. To
distinguish consecutive bits, S adds a parity bit to the message. R remains silent until he receives a bit, then he keeps
acknowledging the bit until he receives the other one (which
he distinguishes by the parity bit).
We model the revised BTP as an ISRL IS as follows. S’s
local states are of the form (status, bit, P), where status ∈
{cmp, snd, acked}, bit ∈ {0, 1, −}, and P ∈ {0, 1}. We
take S’s initial local state to be (cmp, −, 0). The actions for
S are ACTS = {send00 , send01 , send10 , send11 , }. The set
P
of local states of R is LR = {−, bitP
0 , bit1 | P ∈ {0, 1}},
where we assume that R only remembers the last bit received. R’s actions are ACTR = {, sendack 0 , sendack 1 }
where  is the null action. The environment E has a single
local state and four actions ACTE = {→, ←, ↔, }, representing, respectively, messages being delivered from S to R,
from R to S, in both directions, and in no direction.
The transition relation tS for S is such that S may either loop in the state (cmp, −, P), where P ∈ {0, 1}, or
move to (snd, b, P) for some b ∈ {0, 1}. From this state
S starts sending the bit b by means of the action sendP
b .
S remains in one of these states until he receives an acknowledgement from R, triggered by either the joint actions
(sendb , sendack P , ←) or (sendb , sendack P , ↔). From
that point onward S moves to the local state (acked, b, P).
S may loop on this state for the rest of the run or non-

Figure 2: Basic Allen relations.
Logic (EHS+ ), LEHS + is deﬁned by the following BNF.
ϕ

::=

An Interval-based Analysis of the Bit
Transmission Protocol

pi | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | Ki ϕ | CΓ ϕ | X ϕ

where p ∈ Var is a propositional variable, i ∈ A is an
agent, Γ ⊆ A is a set of agents, and X ∈ HS.
We deﬁne that s1 , . . . , sk ∼i s1 , . . . , sl , read as the two
intervals are epistemically indistinguishable for i, if k = l
and for all j ≤ k we have sj ∼i s j . In other words, for
two intervals to be indistinguishable to agent i the two intervals need to be of the same length and the agent cannot
distinguish any corresponding point in the interval. This is
a generalisation to intervals of the point-based knowledge
modalities traditionally used in epistemic logic (Fagin et al.
1995). For example, in the model presented in Example 3,
we have I ∼0 I  if and only if |I| = |I  | and I ∼1 I  if
and only if G(I) = G(I  ); in general these relations may
be more complicated. We extend this deﬁnition
 to the common knowledge case by considering ∼Γ = ( i∈Γ ∼i )∗ , for
any group of agents Γ ⊂ A, where ∗ denotes the transitive
closure. For further explanations we refer to (Lomuscio and
Michaliszyn 2013).
We now deﬁne when a formula is satisﬁed in an interval
on an ISRL.
Deﬁnition 5 (Satisfaction). Given an EHS+ formula ϕ, an
ISRL IS, its model M = (S, s0 , t, {∼i }i∈A , λ), and an interval I, we inductively deﬁne whether ϕ holds in the interval I, denoted M, I |= ϕ, as follows:
M, I |= pi iff I is a point interval,
M, I |= p iff G(I) ∈ Lang(λ(p)),
M, I |= ¬ϕ iff it is not the case that M, I |= ϕ,
M, I |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff M, I |= ϕ1 and M, I |= ϕ2 ,
M, I |= Ki ϕ, where i ∈ A, iff for all I  ∼i I we have
M, I  |= ϕ,
(vi) M, I |= CΓ ϕ, where Γ ⊆ A, iff for all I  ∼Γ I we have
M, I  |= ϕ,
(vii) M, I |= X ϕ iff there is an interval I  such that IRX I 
and M, I  |= ϕ, where RX is an Allen relation as above.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

We write IS, I |= ϕ if M, I |= ϕ, where M is the model
of IS, and IS |= ϕ if IS, s0 |= ϕ.
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g for some G ⊆ G. An ISRL is endpoint-based if λ
is deﬁned on the endpoints
i.e., for each v ∈
 of the intervals,
Var we have λ(v) = g∈G (g +gG∗ g)+ (g,g )∈P gG∗ g 
for some G ⊆ G, P ⊆ G2 \ {(g, g) | g ∈ G}.

deterministically jump to (cmp, −, 1 − P), which encodes
the computation and the sending of another bit. The transitions for R can similarly be formalised. The relation tR
includes a loop on the initial state −, where R performs the
action . From this state R makes a transition to the state bit0b
following the joint actions (send0b , , →) and (send0b , , ↔).
P
In a state bitP
and reb , R uses the action sendack
1−P
mains in this state unless the action is (sendb , , →) or
(send1−P
, , ↔), in which case R moves to bit1−P
. The
b
b
protocols are deﬁned accordingly.
We consider a labelling function λ such that λ(snd) deﬁnes intervals not containing any acknowledgements, starting with cmp and ending with snd; λ(cmpb ) deﬁnes intervals in which S computes the same bit of the message, and
for each b ∈ {0, 1}, λ(bitR
b ) deﬁnes intervals in which all the
local states of R are bit0b or bit1b ; ﬁnally, λ(correctEDC)
deﬁnes intervals whose starting point is S’s initial local state,
and whose ending point is of the form (acked, b, P), and in
which the message sent by the sender has the correct EDC.
We are interested in evaluating the following speciﬁcation: In any interval beginning with an interval in which S is
computing the bit, if S stops sending the bit, having started
at some point after its computation began, then there is a
successive interval where S knows that R knows the value
of the bit. This is expressed by the EHS+ formula:

[G](cmpb ⇒ B̄ (snd ∧ A KS KR bitR
b ))

g∈G

In the above, g + gG∗ g is a regular expression that denotes all the intervals whose current global conﬁguration of
both endpoints is the global state g, whereas gG∗ g  denotes
intervals starting at g and ending in g  . The models of the
point-based ISRL can be seen as standard Kripke structures;
the models of the endpoint-based ISRL are the generalised
Kripke structures of (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2013).
We show that the model checking problems for EHSRE
and EHS+ admit a polynomial time reduction to one another on the corresponding semantics. We also observe that
EHSRE can represent properties not expressible by CTLK* ,
the epistemic version of CTL∗ (and therefore LTLK and
CTLK).
For a labelling function λ and a regular expression r, let
λ ◦ r be the regular expression obtained
 from r by replacing each propositional variable p by g∈Lang(λ(p)) g. Notice that in point-based systems Lang(λ(p)) consists of single global conﬁgurations only.
Deﬁnition 7. The language of EHSRE , LEHS RE , is deﬁned
as follows:
ϕ

pi | r | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | Ki ϕ | CΓ ϕ | X ϕ

where r ∈ RE2Var , i ∈ A, Γ ⊆ A, and X ∈ HS.
The semantics of EHSRE results from replacing the second
rule in Deﬁnition 5 by (ii’) M, I |= r iff G(I) ∈ Lang(λ◦r).
Notice that in the above we have r ∈ RE2Var rather than
r ∈ REVar . This is because we may want to express properties such that each point of interval is labelled by p and not
q, which would not possible with the latter deﬁnition as we
could only state one variable at a time. For convenience, we
allowto use p and ¬p in the regular
 expressions, by deﬁning
p = X⊆Var ,p∈X X and ¬p = X⊆Var ,p∈X X.
Intuitively, EHSRE is the result of adapting EHS+ by moving the regular expressions from the labelling function into
the language.
Let LVar be the set of all the possible labellings of interpreted systems with variables of Var , and Lpi
Var ⊂ LVar
be the set of all such labellings for point-based interpreted
systems.
Theorem 8. There exist polynomial time computable func
tions f : LVar × LEHS + → Lpi
Var × LEHS RE and f :
pi
LVar × LEHS RE → LVar × LEHS + such that:

b∈{0,1}

where [G] is an operator such that [G]ϕ holds if ϕ holds in all
the reachable intervals (this can be easily deﬁned in EHS+ ).
It can be checked that, following our intuition, the property
holds in the model of IS. Note that this speciﬁcation is not
expressible in EHS, in which the labelling depends only on
the endpoints of the intervals.
A further speciﬁcation of interest is whether over any interval starting in the initial state and ending in a state when
the status of the sender if acked, if the EDC sent over this
interval for this message was correct, then the sender knows
that the receiver knows this. This is captured by the formula:
[B̄](correctEDC ⇔ KS KR correctEDC)
It can be checked that the formula holds in the point interval
consisting of the initial state.
These speciﬁcations cannot be expressed in EHS, CTLK,
or even E-PDL (see discussion below). The property does
hold in the model here studied as, intuitively, over the interval in question the sender knows all the bits of the message
received by the receiver. Notice that this does not imply that
the receiver really computes the EDC, but rather that the receiver has enough information to compute it.

5

::=

1. If IS, I |= ϕ, then IS  , I |= ϕ for any ISRL IS =
({Agi }i∈A , L), IS  = ({Agi }i∈A , L ) and ϕ, ϕ such
that f (L, ϕ) = (L , ϕ ).
2. If IS, I |= ϕ, then ({Li , li0 , ACTi , Pi , ti }i∈A , L ), I |=
ϕ for any point based ISRL IS = ({Agi }i∈A , L), IS  =
({Agi }i∈A , L ) and ϕ, ϕ such that f  (L, ϕ) = (L , ϕ ).

Expressive Power

To investigate the expressive power of EHS+ , we now introduce EHSRE , a variant of EHS+ deﬁned over point-based
interpreted systems, deﬁned as follows.

Proof sketch. Intuitively, the functions f and f  replace the
regular expressions from the labelling to the formula and
the other way round. The function f is such that f (λ, ϕ) =

Deﬁnition 6. An ISRL is point-based if λ only labels the
point intervals, i.e., for each v ∈ Var we have λ(v) =
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(λ , ϕ ), where λ (g) = g for all the states s and ϕ is
the 
result of replacing each propositional variable q in ϕ
by g∈λ(q) g. The function f  is such that f  (λ , ϕ ) =
(λ, ϕ), where for each regular expression r in ϕ , we replace r with an unique propositional variable q r and we let
λ(q r ) = λ ◦ r. It can easily be checked that both functions
are as required.

Proof. The lower bound follows from the lower bound for
the endpoint-based variant of ISRL that was shown in (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2013) for the same syntax. For the
upper bound, we consider a polynomial time alternating algorithm that works recursively as follows.
For a given model M , interval I and a formula ϕ, if ϕ is
a propositional variable, return whether G(I) ∈ Lang(λ(p))
If ϕ = pi, return pi(I). If ϕ is a Boolean operator, then compute recursively the values of the subformulas and return the
result of applying the operator to the computed values. If ϕ is
an epistemic formula Ki ϕ where i ∈ A (resp. CΓ ϕ where
Γ ⊆ A), then universally select J such that J ∼i I (resp.
J ∼Γ I) and return the value of a recursive call for M , J,
ϕ . If ϕ is of the form X ϕ where X ∈ { B , D , E },
then existentially select J such that IRX J and return the
value of a recursive call for M , J, ϕ .
The complexity follows from the fact that each existentially or universally selected interval has the size bounded
by the size of the initial interval. Since APT IME=PS PACE,
the theorem follows.

Given Theorem 8, we can say that EHS+ and EHSRE can
describe the same properties of corresponding interpreted
systems. Since EHSRE expresses properties of point-based
interpreted systems, whose models are standard Kripke
structures, we can formally compare the expressive power
of EHSRE to that of some more widely known formalisms.
Deﬁnition 9. Given two logics L1 , L2 interpreted over
point-based ISRL, we write L1 ⊆ L2 if for each formula
ϕ1 of L1 there is a formula ϕ2 of L2 such that for every
point-based ISRL IS we have IS |= ϕ1 iff IS |= ϕ2 .
One can easily show that EHSRE ⊆ CTLK* . Consider the
temporal property “all the paths starting in the initial state
satisfy (p; T rue)ω ”. This property cannot be expressed in
CTLK* (Wolper 1983). However, the property can be veriﬁed by evaluating the EHSRE formula p ∧ [A]((p; )∗ ⇒
[N ](p; ∗ ).
Also observe that the property above cannot be expressed
in the logic EHS considered over point-based ISRL either.
So over point-based ISRL we have that EHSRE ⊆ EHS
In terms of limitations, EHSRE can only express properties of ﬁnite intervals. For example, the CTL property AF p
expressing the fact that each inﬁnite path satisﬁes p at some
point cannot be encoded by any EHSRE formula. Therefore
CTLK ⊆ EHSRE ; similarly we have LTLK ⊆ EHSRE .
Since EHSRE does not allow us to name actions explicitly, we have that E-PDL ⊆ EHSRE . It can also be shown
that EHSRE ⊆ E-PDL, since E-PDL cannot express the property A (K1 (pq ∗ r)) as the epistemic modalities in E-PDF is
based on states rather than time-intervals.

6

Theorem 12. Model checking ISRLs against EHS+
AB̄LN
speciﬁcations is decidable in non-elementary time.
We prove this by generalising the proof of Theorem 13
given in (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2014). To do so, below we introduce a bounded semantics and link it to the unbounded one. This will enable us to give the proof of the
theorem at the end of this section.
A top-level sub-formula of a formula ϕ is a sub-formula
,
of ϕ of the form Xϕ , for some modality X of EHS+
AB̄LN
that is not in the scope of any modality. Assume an ISRL
IS. Let f IS (ϕ) be deﬁned recursively as

IS
IS
2|λ(q)| ) · 2f (ϕ1 ) · . . . · 2f (ϕk )
f IS (ϕ) = (2|G|2
q∈Var

where X1 ϕ1 , . . . , Xk ϕk are the top-level sub-formulas of
ϕ. The idea is that f IS (ϕ) is an upper bound on the number
of different interval types w.r.t. ϕ; an interval type speciﬁes
whether an interval is a point interval or not (hence 2), what
are its endpoints (hence |G|2 ), what are the states of the automata corresponding to the regular expressions after reading the interval (hence the product) and the types of intervals
related to the interval w.r.t. the top level sub-formulas of ϕ
(hence the recursive part).
We deﬁne a bounded satisfaction relation |=B for
, for which the decidability of the model checkEHS+
AB̄LN
ing is straightforward. The rules (i’-vi’) of the deﬁnition of
|=B are the same as the rules (i-vi) from Deﬁnition 5 except that |= is replaced with |=B . The last rule, however, is
different:

The Model Checking Problem

We now investigate the complexity of the model checking
problem for fragments of the logics explored so far.
Deﬁnition 10. Given a formula ϕ of a logic L, an ISRL
IS and an interval I, the model checking problem for L
amounts to checking whether or not IS, I |= ϕ.
By establishing the above, we say we have model checked
the model M against the speciﬁcation ϕ at an interval I. Notice that the formula is veriﬁed only at the given interval;
however, one can easily check whether all the initial intervals satisfy a formula ϕ by checking whether M, s0 |= [A]ϕ.
,
The AB̄LN fragment of EHS+ , denoted as EHS+
AB̄LN
is the subset of EHS+ where the BNF is restricted to the
modalities Ki , CΓ , A , B̄ , L , and N only. Similarly,
the BDE fragment of EHS+ , denoted as EHS+
BDE , is the
restriction of EHS+ to Ki , CΓ , B , D and E .

(vii’) M, I |=B X ϕ if and only if there exists an interval I 
such that |I  | ≤ |I| + f IS (ϕ), IRX I  and M, I  |=B ϕ,
where X is A, B̄, L, or N .
It is not hard to see that model checking is decidable for
the bounded semantics. It turns out that, in the EHS+
AB̄LN
case, the relations |= and |=B are the same, and therefore the
model checking procedure for the bounded semantics solves

Theorem 11. Model checking ISRLs against EHS+
BDE
speciﬁcations is decidable and PS PACE-complete.
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Algorithm 1 The model checking procedure for EHS+
.
AB̄LN

g1 , g1 , , {(p, z2 )}

1: procedure VERIFY(M , I, ϕ)
2:
if ϕ = p then return I ∈ Lang(λ(p))
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

K0 pi

K0 pi

K0 pi

if ϕ = pi then return pi(I)
if ϕ = ¬ϕ then return ¬VERIFY(M , I, ϕ )
if ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 then
return VERIFY(M , I, ϕ1 )∧VERIFY(M , I, ϕ2 )
if ϕ = Eϕ where E is Ki or CΓ then
for all J s.t. IRE J do
if ¬VERIFY(M , J, ϕ ) then return false
return true
if ϕ = Xϕ where X ∈ { A , B̄ } then
for all J s.t. IRX J and |J| ≤ f (ϕ) + |I| do
if VERIFY(M , J, ϕ ) then return true
return false

Ap

Ap
...

g 1 , g1 , 
{(p, z2 )}

g 2 , g2 , 
{(p, z⊥ )}

g 3 , g3 ,  g 1 , g1 , 
{(p, z⊥ )} {(p, z2 )}

g 1 , g3 , ⊥
{(p, z3 )}

Figure 3: MCTϕ
I from Example 16. The omitted A p successors are labelled by: g1 , g2 , ⊥, {(p, z2 )}; g1 , g1 , ⊥,
{(p, z2 )}; g1 , g1 , ⊥, {(p, z⊥ )}; g1 , g2 , ⊥, {(p, z⊥ )}; g1 , g2 ,
⊥, {(p, z⊥ )}.
In other words MCTϕ
I contains sufﬁcient information
about all the intervals that need to be considered to determine the value of ϕ in I as well as the states of the automata
after reading I.

the model checking problem for the unbounded semantics.
The details follow.
Observe that L can be deﬁned in terms of A : for any
ϕ, L ϕ ≡ A (¬pi∧ A ϕ). Given this, in what follows we
assume that the formulas do not contain L . We now deﬁne
some auxiliary notions.
, we
For convenience, for each modality X of EHS+
AB̄LN
deﬁne a relation RX as follows: RA = RA , RB̄ = RB̄ ,
RKi =∼i and RCΓ =∼Γ .

Example 16. Consider the ISRL ISex from Example 3, the
formula ϕ = K0 pi∧¬ A p, and an interval I = g1 . To build
the modal context tree, we use the following automaton for
λ(p) = g1 (g1 + g2 )∗ g3 . The only accepting state is z3 .

z1

g1

g 1 , g2
g3

z2

g 2 , g3

Theorem 13. Model checking ISRL under bounded semanspeciﬁcations is decidable.
tics against EHS+
AB̄LN

z3

∗ z
⊥

∗

The top level sub-formulas of ϕ are K1 pi and A p.
ϕ
MCT I (Figure 3) represents I. Notice that there are inﬁnitely many RA successors of I, but MCTϕ
I needs only
7 A p-successors. For example, the successor labelled by
g1 , g2 , ⊥, {(p, z2 )} represents all the intervals I such that
G (I) is of the form g1 (g1 + g2 )∗ .

Proof. The procedure V ERIFY given in Algorithm 1 solves
the model checking problem. Clearly, it always terminates
and its computation time is non-elementary.
The key result below links bounded to unbounded semantics.
formula ϕ, a model M ,
Theorem 14. Given an EHS+
AB̄LN
and an interval I, M, I |= ϕ if and only if M, I |=B ϕ.

We now show that the number of modal context trees for
a given formula is bounded. We use this later as a kind of
pumping argument to show that if an interval is long enough,
then some of its preﬁxes have the same modal context tree.

Proof. Consider a model M = (S, s0 , t, {∼i }i∈A , λ). For
each p ∈ Var we denote by Ap the minimal deterministic
ﬁnite state automaton (Hopcroft and Ullman 1979) recognising the language Lang(λ(p)). By Aw (p), where p ∈ Var ,
we denote the state of Ap after reading a word w; in the
following, we treat Aw as a function from Var to automata
states.

Lemma 17. Given a model M and a formula ϕ, |{MCTϕ
I |
I is an interval in M }| < f IS (ϕ).
Proof. We show the lemma by induction on ϕ. If a formula
has no modalities, then {MCTϕ
I | I is an interval in M } contains trees
with
only
one
node,
that can be labelled with

2|G|2 q∈Var 2|λ(q)| different labels.
Consider a formula ϕ with the top-level subformulas X1 ϕ1 , . . .
, Xk ϕk . Each tree for ϕ consists
of one of 2|G|2 q∈Var 2|λ(q)| possible roots and,
for each i, any subset of subtrees for ϕi . There| I is an interval in M }| < f IS (ϕ) =
fore, |{MCTϕ
I

IS
IS
2|G|2 q∈Var 2|λ(q)| 2f (ϕ1 ) . . . 2f (ϕk ) .

Deﬁnition 15 (Modal Context Tree). Given a model M , the
formodal context tree of an interval I w.r.t. an EHS+
AB̄LN
mula ϕ, denoted by MCTϕ
,
is
the
minimal
unranked
tree
with
I
labelled nodes and edges deﬁned recursively as follows.
• The root of the tree is labelled by the tuple G(fst(I)),
G (lst(I)), pi(I), AI .
• For each top-level sub-formula Xψ of ϕ and each interval I  such that IRX I  , the root of MCTϕ
I has an Xψsuccessor MCTψ
(X
indicates
the
labelling
of an edge).

I

We show that the modal context tree does not depend on
the histories.
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G (lst(I)) = G (lst(I  )), the intervals starting from lst(I)
and lst(I  ) are the same (modulo histories), and therefore there exists an interval J  starting in lst(I  ) such that
ϕ
ϕ
G (J) = G (J  ). By Lemma 18 we have MCT J = MCT J  .
• ϕ = B̄ ϕ . Assume that there is an interval J such that

IRB̄ J and M, J |= ϕ . Then, MCTϕ
is an B̄ ϕ successor
J
ϕ
ϕ
of the root in MCTI , and so in MCTI  . So there is an interval

ϕ
J  such that I  RB̄ J  and MCTϕ
J = MCT J  . By the inductive
hypothesis, M, J  |= ϕ and therefore M, I  |= ϕ.
• ϕ = N ϕ . Similarly to the case for A ϕ .

Lemma 18. Consider a model M = (S, s0 , t, {∼i }i∈A , λ)
and a formula ϕ. If I and I  are intervals such that G(I) =
ϕ
ϕ
G (I  ), then MCT I = MCT I  .
Proof. We show this by induction.
ϕ
The roots of MCTϕ
I and MCT I  have the same labels, since

G (fst(I)) = G (fst(I )), G (lst(I)) = G (lst(I  )), pi(I) =
pi(I  ) and the labelling is deﬁned on G(I).
Consider a X ϕ -successor T of the root of MCTϕ
I , where
X ϕ is a top-level sub-formula of ϕ and X ∈ {A, B̄, N }.

There is an interval J such that IRX J and MCTϕ
J = T . So
there exists a J  such that I  RX J  and G(J) = G(J  ), because X is a “forward modality” so the RX successors of
I  do not depend on the history. By the inductive hypothe
ϕ
ϕ
sis, MCTϕ
J = MCT J  , and therefore the roots of MCT I and


MCT I ϕ have the same X ϕ successors.
As for the Xϕ successors where X is an epistemic
modality, it is enough to observe that IRX I  , and therefore
I and I  are related to the same intervals by the equivalence
relation RX . The lemma follows.

As we remarked earlier, if an interval I is long enough,
then I has two preﬁxes with the same modal context tree
w.r.t. a formula ϕ. Intuitively speaking, we would like to replace the longer preﬁx by the shorter one, thereby obtaining
an interval I  , and show that the modal context trees of I
and I  are the same. By the above lemma, it would follow
that they both satisfy the given formula. What remains to be
proved is that if we have two preﬁxes with the same modal
context tree, and we append the same interval to both, the
results will also have the same modal context tree.
We use the following terminology. A partial state is a sequence of states g1 . . . gk such that for all i < k, we have
tG (gi , gi+1 ). Each state of the model is a partial state; but
partial states are not required to start at g0 . A partial interval is a sequence s1 . . . sk of partial states such that for each
i < k we have that si+1 = si gi for some partial state gi .
A partial interval I = s1 . . . sk is clear if s1 = g for some
partial state g. We extend the functions fst, lst, and g and
the other notions to partial intervals in the obvious way.
We deﬁne the operation of adding context to partial intervals as follows. Given a partial interval I and a clear partial
interval I  = s1 . . . sk where tG (G(lst(I)), G(fst(I  ))), by
I ⊕ I  we denote the partial interval I s̄1 . . . s̄k such that for
each i we have that s̄i = lst(I)si . So ⊕ joins two intervals
in a way that accounts for the history of the partial states.
Clearly, I ⊕ I  is an interval if and only if I is an interval.
We also deﬁne the operation ◦ such that I ◦ I  = s̄1 . . . s¯k ,
i.e., it only returns the adjusted partial states of I  .

We argue that if two intervals have the same modal context tree w.r.t. ϕ, then either both satisfy ϕ or none of them.
Lemma 19. Consider a model M = (S, s0 , t, {∼i }i∈A , λ)
and a formula ϕ. If I and I  are intervals such that MCTϕ
I =
ϕ
MCT I  , then M, I |= ϕ if and only if M, I  |= ϕ.
Proof. We show it by induction on ϕ.
• ϕ = p for some variable p. The root of the MCTϕ
I is labelled by the state of an automaton corresponding to λ(p)
after reading I, and the root of the MCTϕ
I  is labelled by the
state of an automaton corresponding to λ(p) after reading I  .
Since the two trees are equal, the automaton is in the same
state in both cases, either accepting or rejecting, and therefore M, I |= p if and only if M, I  |= p.
• ϕ = pi. The root of the MCTϕ
I is labelled by pi(I), and so
,
and
therefore
pi(I) = pi(I  ).
is the root of MCTϕ

I

• ϕ = ¬ϕ . By the inductive assumptions, M, I |= ϕ if and
only if M, I  |= ϕ , so M, I |= ϕ if and only if M, I  |= ϕ.
• ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 . By the induction assumption, M, I |= ϕ1
if and only if M, I  |= ϕ1 and M, I |= ϕ2 if and only if
M, I  |= ϕ2 , so M, I |= ϕ if and only if M, I  |= ϕ.
• ϕ = Ki ϕ . Assume that M, I |= ϕ. Consider any interval J  such that I  ∼i J  . By deﬁnition, in the tree MCTϕ
I


the subtree MCTϕ
is
a
K
ϕ
-successor
of
the
root.
It
follows

i
J
ϕ
ϕ

that in the tree MCTϕ
I (= MCT I  ), MCT J  is a Ki ϕ -successor

ϕ
of the root. Let J be such that I ∼i J and MCTJ  = MCTϕ
J .
Clearly, since M, I |= ϕ, M, J |= ϕ . By the inductive assumptions, M, J  |= ϕ . Therefore M, I  |= ϕ.
• ϕ = CΓ ϕ . Assume that M, I |= ϕ and J  is such that
ϕ

I  ∼Γ J  . Again, in MCTϕ
I  the subtree MCT J  is a CΓ ϕ ϕ
ϕ
successor of the root. It follows that in the tree MCTI , MCTJ 
is a CΓ ϕ -successor of the root. Let J be such that I ∼Γ J

ϕ

and MCTϕ
J  = MCT J , then M, J |= ϕ , and by the inductive
assumptions, M, J  |= ϕ . Therefore M, I  |= ϕ.
• ϕ = A ϕ . We have M, I |= A ϕ if and only if
there is an interval J starting in lst(I) satisfying ϕ . Since

Lemma 20. Consider a model M , a formula ϕ, two interϕ
vals I, I  , and a partial interval J. If MCTϕ
I = MCT I  , and
ϕ
ϕ
G
t (G(lst(I)), G(fst(J))), then MCTI⊕J = MCTI  ⊕J .
Proof. Consider a formula ϕ, a model M , two intervals I,
I  and a partial state s = g such that tG (G(lst(I)), g). We
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
show that MCTϕ
I = MCT I  implies MCT I◦s = MCT I  ◦s . This
can be used to prove the lemma by induction.
by f , l, pi, AI .
Assume that the root of MCTϕ
I is labelled
ϕ
Then the roots of both MCTϕ
I◦s and MCT I  ◦s are labelled by
f , g, ⊥, A, where for each p ∈ Var we put A(p) equal to
the state that the automaton for p reaches from AI (p) after
reading g. Assume that X1 ϕ1 , . . . , Xk ϕk are the top-level
sub-formulas of ϕ and i ∈ {1, . . . , k} (if there are no such
formulas, then the result follows directly). We show that for
ϕ
each i, the roots of MCTϕ
Is and MCT I  s have the same Xi ϕi successors.
• Xi is an epistemic modality. Consider any interval J such
that I ⊕ sRXi J. Let J = J  ⊕ s . By the deﬁnition, J  RXi I
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i
and sRXi s . By the former, we have that MCTϕ
J  is an Xi ϕi ϕ
i
,
and
so
MCT
successor of the root in MCTϕ

I⊕s
J is an Xi ϕi 
.
So
there
is
J
RXi I  such
successor of the root in MCTϕ
I
ϕi
ϕi


that MCTJ  = MCTJ  . Therefore, J ⊕ s RXi I  ⊕ s, and
ϕ
i
thus MCTϕ
J is the Xi ϕi -successors of the root of MCT I⊕s .
• Xi = A . Consider any interval J such that I ⊕ sRA J.
¯
Then there is a clear partial interval J¯ such that J = I ◦ J.
¯ It holds that I  ◦ sRA J  . By Lemma 18, we
Let J  = I  ◦ J.
ϕ
i
MCT J i . Therefore, the A ϕi -successors of
have MCTϕ
J =ϕ
the root in MCTI⊕s are also A ϕi -successors of the root in
ϕ
MCT I  ⊕s . The other direction is similar.
• Xi = B̄ . Consider any interval J such that I ⊕ sRB̄ J.
Then, there is a clear partial interval J¯ such that J = (I ⊕
¯ It holds that I  ⊕ sRB̄ J  .
¯ Let J  = (I  ⊕ s) ⊕ J.
s) ⊕ J.
ϕi
i
By Lemma 18, we have MCTϕ
J = MCT J  . We conclude that
the B̄ ϕi -successors of the root in MCTϕ
I⊕s are the same as
ϕ
B̄ ϕi -successors of the root in MCTI⊕s .
• Xi = N . The proof is similar to the case of A .

7

Epistemic logic has traditionally been developed on underlying notions of time that are state-based. In this paper we have
extended previous work (Lomuscio and Michaliszyn 2013;
2014) on an epistemic logic whose underlying temporal aspects are based on intervals. Speciﬁcally, we have put forward the logic EHS+ which can express epistemic properties in the context of labellings possibly describing several,
possibly overlapping stages.
We focused on the model checking aspects of these logics. We showed that the model checking for the BDE fragment of EHS+ is decidable and PS PACE-complete, and that
the model checking problem for the AB̄LN fragment of the
logic is decidable. So, while the complexity of the problem
for EHS+ and EHS is the same, EHS+ is more expressive.
Further ahead we intend to study more expressive fragments of EHS+ . We believe that the technique presented here
can be extended to backward modalities, such as Ā , D̄ ,
Ē , L̄ and N̄ . However, a deeper investigations are required, since in the case of backward modalities one cannot
simply disregard the histories.
Finally, we are interested in implementing an efﬁcient
model checking toolkit for EHSRE speciﬁcations. We intend
to develop efﬁcient algorithms on symbolic representations
and a suitable predicate abstraction technique for EHSRE .

By exploiting the Lemma above, we can now give the
proof of Theorem 14 by induction on the structure of ϕ. The
cases for ϕ equal to p, pi, ¬ϕ , ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 , Ki ϕ , and CΓ ϕ for
some sub-formulas ϕ , ϕ1 , ϕ2 , follow from the fact that the
semantic rules are the same in both semantics.
Assume that ϕ = Xϕ for some ϕ , and X ∈
A , B̄ , N . If M, I |=B ϕ, then there is an interval I 
of bounded size such that M, I  |=B ϕ and IRX I  . By the
induction hypothesis, M, I  |= ϕ and therefore M, I |= ϕ.
If M, I |= ϕ, then there is an interval I  such that M, I  |=

ϕ and IRX I  . Let I  be the shortest possible interval with
this property. We show that |I  | ≤ |I| + f IS (ϕ).
Let I  = s1 . . . st and Ik denote the preﬁx s1 . . . sk of

I . Assume that |I  | > |I| + f IS (ϕ ). By Lemma 17 there

are two preﬁxes Ik , Il such that |I| < k < l and MCTϕ
I =
ϕ

MCT I  . Let J
l
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be a clear partial interval such that I  = Il ⊕J.
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ϕ
By Lemma 20, we have that MCTϕ
Ik ⊕J = MCT Il ⊕J Clearly,
|Ik ⊕ J| < |I  | and, by Lemma 19, M, Ik ⊕ J |= ϕ . Since
k > |I|, it follows that IRX Ik ⊕ J (the condition k > |I| is
only required for B̄ since J has to contain I as a preﬁx).
But we assumed that I  was the shortest interval; so this is a
contradiction. It follows that |I  | ≤ |I| + f IS (ϕ).

We prove Theorem 12 as follows. By Theorem 14, the
bounded semantics and the unbounded semantics are equivalent. By Theorem 13, model checking the AB̄LN fragment of EHS+ with bounded semantics is decidable. Therefore, model checking the AB̄LN fragment of EHS+ with
unbounded semantics can be solved by Algorithm 1.
By employing the polynomial time reductions of Theorem 8, we can show that model checking point-based ISRL
against BDE fragment of EHSRE speciﬁcations is PS PACEcomplete and that model checking point-based ISRL against
AB̄LN fragment of EHSRE speciﬁcations is decidable.
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